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Abstract 

The prime goal of a wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is to gather information from real world. Transfer of information up to 

longer distance uses more power, amplifies the interfering. Consequently these factors reduce the lifetime and working capacity 

of the network. Several methods exist in literature to enhance the lifetime of the WSN. Zone based energy efficient method is one 

of the popular methods for improving the lifetime of the WSN.  The zone based techniques preserves power alteration level lowest 

in a set of nodes through selection of appropriate zones. Now all sensors transfer data up to a certain optimum hop length. In this 

work we have analyze the advantages and disadvantages of different zone based routing protocols. Zone based routing protocols 

are generally hybrid in nature and includes Intra-Zone Routing Protocol (IARP) that inside its routing zone and Inter-Zone Routing 

Protocol (IERP) that forward information external to the routing zone.                
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The WSN is a disseminated pool of supply restrained small nodes competent of working with nominal user presence [1]. Quick 

progress in micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) machinery has delivered tiny sized, low-energy, and low-price sensor motes 

with the ability to perceive numerous variety of substantial and atmosphere circumstances. The WSN enhances the capability of 

peoples to observe and regulate physical sites from faraway places [2]. As every sensor node is capable of working individually 

without any central management, stoppage of few sensors does not disturb working of entire network [3]. Contrary to other types 

of networks, the WSN is more consistent and protected. Every node is furnished with one or more low power-driven sensors, a 

CPU, storage, an energy resource, a radio, and an actuator [4]. On the basis of infrastructure, there are two category of WSN: 

structured and unstructured. In structured WSN, nodes are organized in prearranged manner, while in unstructured WSN, nodes 

are deployed arbitrarily. Normally, structured WSN are compactly deployed, complex in management whereas unstructured WSN 

have fix number of sensors which are simply manageable [5]. In remote areas, it is either very difficult or impossible to replace or 

recharge the battery of a node; therefore the power preservation becomes very challenging in these types of WSN [6-7]. The WSN 

is used in numerous fields, such as army, farming, manufacturing, object tracking, statistics, national safety, observing catastrophe 

prone zones, dealing records, health care, home safety, and environmental readings [8]. 

Limited power supply of WSN must be consumed sensibly to extend lifetime of sensor nodes [9]. To maintain proper power 

proficiency and upsurge the network lifespan, sensors are collected together to make clusters. Every cluster includes of sensors 

inside the provided surface. Each cluster has a manager, normally mentioned as cluster head (CH), and the other sensors become 

cluster members (CMs) of that cluster. A CH can be nominated by the nodes in a cluster or pre-determined by network. Clustering 

method has several benefits; it may confine the path setup, preserves transmission bandwidth, evade surplus messages interchange, 

reduced topology preservation operating cost, employ improved management policies to improve network processes, scheduling 

actions in the cluster, and stops medium access conflict through constrained abundance in coverage, and drops some relayed 

packages by combining data assembled by sensors in the network [10]. CMs inside the cluster convey the sensed information to 

their CH, and the CH advanced the combined data to the base station. This exchange takes place either straightly or through multi-

hop route of other CHs. In a clustered structure, network information is a combination of intra and inter-cluster traffic. Intra-cluster 

transmission may be single or multi-hop. Preceding investigation has revealed that multi-hop communication between the source 

and target is extra energy proficient than straight or single hop transmission [11] due to wireless features. Though, the hierarchical 

model leads to unbalanced power depletion among CHs (inter-cluster functioning) and CMs (intra-cluster functioning). To stabilize 

this power consumption, preceding work suggests CH alternation method [12]. This method stabilizes the power depletion among 

CHs and its members. CHs and sensors nearer to sink node trench their power faster owing to excessive relay traffic and will stop 

working earlier than the other nodes. This leads to reduction in network area and splitting. This is known as energy holes problem 

of WSN [13-14]. To resolve this issue numerous methods were proposed in the literature [15–16].  

Establishing WSNs into clusters permits the proficient consumption of the inadequate power supply of arranged sensors. Still, 

the difficulty of unstable power depletion remains, and it is highly depends upon the part and the position of a specific sensor in 

the network. Though, it is imperative to endure practicing new methods and procedures to enfold the some of the prevailing 
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methods. Investigation in the recent years has emphasized on discovering supply plentiful and unrestrained power resources 

available in WSN.  

In recent years uneven power consumption problem has been resolved by dividing the network in to zones. This research work 

provides a detailed overview on the zone based WSN routing protocols.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Numerous clustering procedures and routing protocols are projected for WSN. In the latest era, numerous procedures are planned 

for valuable data transmission and handling with optimum source management in the WSN. In this segment, we assess few popular 

routing procedures for effective data communication in WSN. LEACH [17] is very prevalent disseminated cluster-based routing 

algorithm for sensor networks. Here, all sensors have a definite probability to be selected as CH per cycle, and the job of working 

as a CH head is interchanged amid the sensors. LEACH is extremely effective in dispensing load consistently through the network. 

But due to its single hop routing, it fails to satisfy the requirement of physical world problems. Moreover, the arbitrary selection 

of CH in LEACH is unable to preserve constant load dissemination among the CHs.  

Authors have suggested a chain-based clustering routing method, PEGASIS [18]. It is believed as an enhancement over LEACH 

routing procedure. The key purpose of PEGASIS is to lessen the intra-cluster transmission burden of LEACH protocol. The main 

concept of PEGASIS is to create chains with enclosed by adjoining sensors through greedy method. Every chain selects a manager 

node to advance information to the base station. Similar to LEACH, PEGASIS is single hop routing procedure. Consequently, it 

is also not a good option for big scale networks.  

To resolve the energy hole problem, Li et al. have planned an uneven clustering procedure, EEUC [19] which equalize power 

depletion among the CHs. EEUC creates minor clusters nearby BS and the dimension enhances with the distance. Therefore the 

CHs near to BS reserve power for inter-cluster transmission. The writers have also projected a power based multi-hop routing 

procedure for inter-cluster transmission in EEUC process. 

III. BASIC ZONE ROUTING PROTOCOL (ZRP) 

ZRP is one of the most highlighted hybrid routing protocols [6]. It is a popular ad hoc protocol which combines both proactive and 

reactive type of routing. Here, proactive method is operative inside the scope of indigenous locality or routing zone. This protocol 

is a combination of IARP, IERP and Border-cast Resolution Protocol (BRP). It includes different types of Query Control methods. 

The scope of IARP is confined through the radius of the zone. Inside the radius of this routing zone, the IARP upholds the topology 

info of its local zone in an efficient way. On the other hand, the IERP performs as a universal routing module for ZRP. If a sensor 

wants to transmit data exterior to the routing zone or the path required by a sensor does not exist in native locality, then IERP 

facilitates the transmission of the data. Like the reactive routing protocols, path searching and preservation is also accomplished 

by the IERP. The BRP Protocol is used to reduce the routing overhead. By nature the external request sent is multicast and 

forwarded to a specific group of bordering nodes. If there is no response after BRP, this group of nodes repeatedly accomplish 

border-casting towards their bordering nodes. For border-casting mainly two methods are considered, first is root directed border-

cast and second is distributed border-cast. In ZRP, the query controller methods are: Query Detection (QD1/QD2), Early 

Termination (ET), and Random Query Processing Delay (RQPD).  

IV. CONFIGURATION OF ZRP 

In ZRP, the native and universal zone is disconnected in such a manner that it takes benefits of every routing procedure. Every 

local zone has some nodes which may be intersected inside distinctive zones of various sizes. In ZRP, the size of a zone is described 

by the total number of hops which are required by a zone to gain access to its boundary nodes is known as Zone Radius. At 

restricted discovery price, it starts the path-deciding method. The proactive character of ZRP reduces the surplus count linked to 

this system. The ZRP includes numerous modules which in combined form gives the complete routing advantage to ZRP. Figure 

1 shows the configuration of the ZRP protocol.  
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Fig. 1: Configuration of ZRP 

Every module operates autonomously of the other and the modules can use dissimilar methodologies to improve effectiveness 

in their specific zone. IARP is answerable for proactive preservation whereas IERP for the reactive maintenance. Border-casting 

influences current scenario of IARP to proficiently direct path inquiries away from the inquiry resource. Let us discuss the modules 

of ZRP in details 

 IARP 

This procedure supports communication for inner nodes of specific zone. The zone size is limited through Zone radius. The 

variation in topology leads to variation in native region. This protocol indicates the implementation of inside routing zone. It 

constantly updates the routing packets. It assists in elimination of node surplus along with fixing of link-breakage. Figure 2 

illustrates the routing zone idea with radius 2 hops. Here S is considered as a source node having zone radius of 2 hops. Therefore 

in this event, the node A, B, E, S and D are counted as inner nodes having hop count fewer than zone radius. The nodes C, H, F 

and G are counted as boundary nodes having hop count fewer than or equivalent to the zone radius. The hop count of nodes J, I 

and K is larger than zone radius, i.e. Outward the definite zone. Here, zone is not the explanation of physical distance. The MAC 

and Neighbor Discovery Protocol may be utilized to identify neighbors. Process of IARP is accomplished through propagation of 

“hello” messages. The receiving of these messages signifies the association setting up. Figure 2 shows routing zone with radius 

two. 

 
Fig. 2: Radius zone in IARP 

 IERP  

It is the universal reactive routing module of ZRP. It acquires path for targets which are positioned outside the routing zone. 

Through the information received for native topology, the IERP completes the on-requirement routing procedure. If route is 
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present, it raises route enquiries. Border-casting assists in minimizing the delay produced by route detection. Surplus of covered 

nodes is evaded. An example is illustrated by Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Inrta-zone and Inter-zone routing in ZRP. 

 BRP:  

Every time a path is demanded through the universal reactive method, the BRP is utilized to continue it and increases its efficiency. 

Routing information of IARP is consumed by BRP. This information is created thru IARP from its map delivered by local proactive 

method. It preserves the surplus elimination event through pruning the sensors which are at present covered by it i.e. while a node 

obtains a query packet for a node which is not present inside its native routing zone, a bordercast tree is built as its packet may be 

dispatched to its adjacent nodes. After receiving the packet, border-cast tree is recreated through these nodes and decide whether 

or not it is a member of the tree of the transmitting node. If it is not a member of the border-cast tree of the transmitting node, it 

upholds the process request and decided if the target exist lies inside its routing zone and perform the suitable act, and as result the 

nodes inside the zone are noted covered. 

 
Fig. 4: Example of Border Routing protocol 

V. ZONE RELATED ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Authors in [20] have developed a ZRP and clustering based routing protocol to eliminate energy holes problem of WSN.  On the 

basis of two vital methods, clustering and network model area, they have proposed a zone-based routing protocol (ZBRP) for 

WSNs. The chief goal of ZBRP is to rise lifetime of the WSN through minimization of whole power depletion with restricted 

control cost on sensors nodes in the network. The ZBRP produces uniform size clusters with least control cost on sensors by their 

position info. It usages arbitrary back track clocks to choose CHs in every data sending cycle of the network zone. Through normal 

and accurate multi-hop data transmission prototype, ZBRP attains energy hole less WSN with constant power depletion amid the 

CHs. The ZBRP merges the benefits of alike and different clustering methods to build clusters in the WSN. Its main objective is 
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to rise lifetime of the network through minimization of control overhead as well as reducing the complete power depletion of the 

network. The authors have supposed that the BS of the network is furnished with energy regulated ability directional antenna. This 

antenna gives position ID of all sensors in the network through changing its broadcast energy level in dissimilar directions. By 

these characters, the sensors are arranged into hierarchical clusters excluding the sensors from initial circle. This organization has 

been created to evade relay traffic weight on initial circle’s CH and the sensors from this circle transmit towards the sink node in 

a direct mode.  

Authors in [21] have proposed a Zone based mobile data Collector (ZEMDC) for WSNs. The key aim of the anticipated ZEMDC 

is to improve the life time of the sensor-net through equilibrium of the power. The detected information from all sensors is conveyed 

to BS through multi-hop method and it is achieved via determination of optimum hop distance for choosing the midway relay 

sensor. Sensors broadcast the data by optimum hop distance cause power release identical amid all the sensors. This approach uses 

zone head and subordinate zone head to equalize the power and to reduce the packet loss. In order to collect data, the Mobile Data 

Collector navigates to every zone heads and improves the life time of the network considerably as compared to other existing work. 

The authors in [22] have proposed ZBEEC protocol for WSNs. They have analyzed that clustering reserves power sources, provides 

sturdiness, supports the extensibility and saves transmission bandwidth. Clustering has been categorized into two groups, fixed 

and dynamic according to the regularity of clustering which may be even or uneven according to the dimensions of clusters or 

quantity of sensors. In categorized routing protocols, through multi-hop transmission, energy holes are formed owing to unbalanced 

power depletion amid the sensors. Uneven dynamic clustering is employed to solve the issue of energy holes; however it does not 

assure connectedness and triggers great overhead. To cause low overhead, assured connectedness and lessen the energy holes 

problem, a zone related power proficient clustering routing protocol were suggested by the authors. The targeted zone has been 

divided into fixed number of even stationary clusters. The clusters are allocated to two zones identified as nearby and distant zone. 

The zone to the BS is the nearby zone and remainder of the network area is the distant zone. Twin CHs are employed in the nearby 

zone for distributing the receiving, aggregating and data accelerating jobs. Distance from the BS, remaining power and uniqueness 

characteristics selects the CHs. A power proficient inter-cluster transmission rendering to remaining power and distance to the BS 

has been employed for data progressing. The anticipated protocol avoids creation of energy holes, utilizes impartial power depletion 

amid the sensors and lengthens the lifespan.  Through simulations, the authors have determined that in ZDEEC, the usages of even 

sized stationary four-sided clusters proved to be power proficient owing to little burden and certain connectedness. The number of 

clusters and CHs stay the equal through the experiments. The development of zones and subdividing into subzones equilibriums 

the network traffic through the complete network. The protocol usages stable power depletion among the CHS and member sensors. 

The usages of twin CHs in nearby zone avoid creation of energy holes. Optimally the CHs are selected rendering to remaining 

power, criticality and distance to BS.  

Authors in [23] have suggested a mix routing protocol: Zonal-Stable Election Protocol (Z-SEP) for dissimilar WSNs. Here, few 

sensors transfer data straight to BS whereas few employ clustering method to transmit data to BS. They have deployed Z-SEP and 

equated it with standard LEACH and SEP protocols. Experiments illustrate that Z-SEP improved the constancy duration and 

quantity than prevailing methods such as LEACH and SEP. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this work, it has been determined that the zone routing protocol includes both proactive protocols and reactive protocols and 

this mix routing protocol is quite effective in small zone networks. In case of bigger network routing the ZRP is not able to exhibit 

a decent enactment through numerous factors like controller traffic, Packet distribution proportion, End to End deferment, Jitter, 

amount of work and over-burdened etc. These factors are inspected and equated according to few simulations. The effectiveness 

of these factors is subjected to the proactive or reactive behavior of the routing protocol. The ZRP is completely depends on the 

radius of the zone. By increasing and decreasing radius of zone during routing, the enactment of the ZRP upsurges or decreases 

significantly. For processing of zone, the lesser value of zone radius is better processing than the larger one.  

From future viewpoint the examination of ZRP can be accomplished in numerous situations. Moreover, the enactment of ZRP 

should be monitored for big network and with movable conditions. We can determine that ZRP executes superior than any solo 

proactive or reactive protocol. But, the rate of ZRP is due to its cumulative complication. When ZRP works marginally superior 

than the standard protocol modules, the price of extra complication overshadows the enactment development. The ZRP protocol 

may be used to eliminate energy holes problem through unequal clustering as shown in ZBRP protocol.  
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